
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Week 1 
Ecclesiastes 1:1-3 
 
The word Ecclesiastes, in Greek, is translated from the word Qohelet, in Hebrew, and 
refers to someone who gathers people together for worship, or learning, etc. Thus, 
we can translate this word as either The Teacher or The Preacher. The author of the 
book has indicated that he has captured the words of Qohelet (The Teacher) and 
written them down to be shared with others. 
 

Q. As verse 1 tells us, this is the title given to the person who has provided the content of the 
book, what might this suggest about the perspective with which we are to approach reading 
this book? 

 
The word for “meaningless” in verse 2 really means “breath” or “vapor.”  
 

Q. What does it mean when the author says that “everything is “a mere breath?” 
Q. In what ways is this true of our lives here on earth as human beings? 

 
The word “gain” in verse 3 carries the sense of “earning a profit” or a “return on an 
investment.”  
 

Q. What does this suggest the author is wanting to know about the nature of life in this world? 
Q. What have you spent your life, so far, investing in? What profit have you received for your 
investment? 

 

 



 
The phrase under the sun suggests that the author’s focus is on life in this world. 
While the afterlife may exist, it is not the concern of the questions being pursued in 
the book of Ecclesiastes.  
 

Q. Why do you think it is important to Qohelet (The Teacher) to stay focused on life “under the 
sun” for the purpose of his inquiry? 
 

Q. Are there times that life lived “under the sun” has felt meaningless or futile, that all your 
time and effort has not produced what you were hoping for? Can you give an example? 

 
 

Life Application Questions 

• What have you learned about God in this passage? 

• What stood out to you the most? 

• What was most relevant to your life today? 

• Where do you think God may be leading you as a result of what you heard? 

• Is there anything God is asking you to do as a result of this message? 
 


